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The pie`ce de re`sistance of s`a=stram? or scientific treatises in Sanskrit is that they follow a specific sequence.
The sequence is made up of abridging, supplementing and expanding. In scientific parlance, they are su=tram?,
va=rthikam? and bha=s/yam?. Su=tram? helps maintain the periphery of the s`a=stram? and also helps to remember it
with ease. Va=rthikam? takes care of additions and omissions. Bha=s/yam? provides for the gradual and
systematic unfolding of the condensed grammar rule to unravel.
At the outset, complex linguistic theories are encapsulated based on certain regulative principles and
parameters followed by supplementary material added in due course and then they are better explained
strictly adhering to the boundaries of those regulative principles and parameters. Although the commonly
seen textual sequence is of su=tram?-bha=s/yam?-va=rthikam?, in grammar the order comprises of su=tram?va=rthikam?-bha=s/yam?, in which bha=s/yam? is seen enthroned as the accredited plenipotentiary, especially at
times of indecision.
The Philosophy behind the science
Analogous to the abridging-expanding exercise practised in Sanskrit scientific treatises as mentioned in the
beginning, there is a trend involving the philosophy-science sequence, eliciting doubt that there were other
dialects for worldly interaction while Sanskrit was protected with pristine chastity. A galaxy of sages
relentlessly working on to make the grammar flawless testifies this observation. Nowhere in the world do we
see such acumen and significance shown for perfecting the language as seen in India for Sanskrit. How else
shall we explain the huge gamut of literary works which covertly brood over the realization of the ultimate
reality as being the end of human life! Let the plot be set in the mundane plane, but the undercurrent is
brimming with spirituality; though poetic fancy is employed to embellish the narrative, the plot is drawn
from such epic works which have written with spiritual purposes. It is better said, the attempt was to learn
the language, a foolproof medium, to learn about the subject of communication, the ultimate! So the purpose
is philosophical and the means scientific. Teaching of grammar will perfect the intellect to make the subject
of communication intelligible. Perhaps Pa=n/ini ventures into this science with such an objective which is
expanded and elaborated by others and Bhartruhari concludes the session paving the way for the departure.
Perhaps this is the essence of the famous excerpt s`abdabrahman/i nis/na=tah/ param? brahma=dhigachhati.
The s`abdabrahma is bereft of attributes and is the locus of wisdom. This is called para= va=k which is the
proximate cause of the universe. This is what Bhartrharih/ describes in the beginning of Brahmaka=n/dam? thus,
ana=dinidhanam? brahma etc. This is reflected in the Pa=n/ini+yas`iks/a thus, atha=yama=ntaro= jn#ata=
su=ks/mava=ga=tmana= sthitah/ vyktaye` swasya ru=pasya s`abdatve`na vivartate`.
Transformation or vivartah/ is seen here in its material level. The para= va=k transforms into pas`yanti+,
madhyama= and vaikhari+ after being revealed by the same omnipresent air called by different names based on
its location. The air transforms into sound. The air the cause and the transformed sound the effect as said by
the Nyaya school of philosophy that ka=ryaniyatapu=rvaruthi ka=ran/am?.
The comparison among para=, pas`yanti+, madhyama= and vaikhari+ could be equated to su=ks/matama-su=ks/matarasu=ks/ma and sthula= forms of a transformed indivisible unit; better said, the subtlest-subtler-subtle and gross
forms of the va=k.
Like the modern-day physics or mathematics, this grammar brings the subject matters into a defined domain
by categorising them on the basis of certain characteristics. It functions with the help of exquisitely carved
out formulae that use commonly defined technical terminologies. Grammar actually becomes a science
capable of construing the letters, words and sentences and their structural and semantic relations on the basis
of certain core ideas.
Amidst several schools of grammar, Pan/ini’s grammar has won the most coveted position with its brevity,
clarity and all inclusiveness. Ka=tya=yana’s va=rtikam? would compensate for the shortcomings of the su=tram? of
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Pa=n/ini and the Bha=s/yam? of Patan#jali would reflect on both these su=tram? and va=rtikam? to lay down the
conclusion thus making Bhas/yaka=rah/ the supreme authority.
Though Punarnava=, the Malayalam commentary on the Bha=s/yam? is the topic of this discussion, a brief
historic background of Pa=n/ini’s school of grammar is given here for accentuating the seriousness of the work
of Prof. O. Vatsala.
The Chronicle
From various references we find that there are two streams of grammar. Among these two the one that
describes the grammar using rules is known as ma=he`swarasam?prada=yah/ and the other is aindrasam?prada=yah/
that takes words per se for grammatical analysis. The lineage in the first category is formed through BrahmaMaheswara-Panini and the other Brahma-Bruhaspati-Indra etc. Grammars like the As/ta=dhya=yi+ of Pa=n/ini falls
in the first category and those like Ka=tantram? falls in the second category.
Pa=n/ini has mentioned the names of 10 authoritarian grammarians viz., A+pis`alih/, Ka=s`yapah/, Ga=rgyah/,
Ga=lavah/, Cha=kravarma=, Bha=radwa=jah/, S~a=kata=yanah/, S~a=kalyah/, Senakah/ and Sphot/a=yanah/ as those belonging
to the ma=he`s`warasam?prada=yah/. They may have lived before Pa=n/ini+ or may be his contemporaries!
Nevertheless, it cannot be contended that there were only ten of them!
Though Bha=s/yam? mentions the names of several grammarians, they may not necessarily have lived before
Pa=n/ini. Va=yuh/, Bha=radwa=jah/, Bha=gurih/, Paus/karasa=dih/, Ca=ra=yan/ah/, Ka=s`akrtsnah/, S~antanuh/,
Vayya=ghrapadyah/, Ma=dhyandinih/, Raud/hih/, S~aunakih/, Gautamah/, Vya=dih/ etc. are attested by Bhasyam as
acclaimed authorities of grammar.
Pa=n/inih/, Da=ks/i+putrah/, S~a=la=kih/ S~a=la=turi+yah/, A+hikah/ etc. are considered different names of the same person by
Purus?o=ttamade`vah/ in his Trika=ndas`e`s/ah/. Among these, the name Pa=n/ini is famous. Although there are
references on his whereabouts, they are probable.
There are several vrthih/ available for Pa=n/ini’s su=tram?. The sentences that explain the meaning of a su=tram? is
thus called. Pa=n/ini himself has written a vrthih/ known as Aka=lakam?. This is mentioned in the Maha=bha=s/yam?.
Besides this, S~wo=bhu=tih/, Vya=dih/, Kun/ih/, Ma=thurah/, Vararucih/ (he is not the author of va=rthikam?, but a contemporary
of Vikrama=dityah/ famously mentioned in jyo=tirvida=bharan/am? as ‘dhanvanthariks/apan/aka=….vararucirnavavikramasya’ ),
De`vanandih/, Durvini+tah/, Cullibhatt<ih/, Nirlu=rah/ etc. About 30 grammarians have compiled vrthih/. Among
these, the Bha=s/a=vrthih/ of Purus/o=thamade`vah/ and Siddha=ntakaumudi+ of Bhatt<o=jidi+ks/itah/ are prominent.
Such an extensive language in which inexhaustible literary works have been compiled, dispersed across a
vast geographic region and spoken widely would certainly undergo drastic changes and its grammar would
require amendments to accommodate acceptable changes. To bring such changes as also subjects which were
not dealt with by Pa=n/ini under the purview of grammar, sage Ka=tya=yanah/ composed va=rthikam?.
Va=kyam?, vya=khya=nasu=tram?, bha=s/yasu=tram?, anutantram?, anusmrtih/ etc. are different names of va=rthikam?.
Bhartrharih/, Kuma=rilabhatt<ah/, Jine`ndrabudhih/, Ks/i+raswa=mih/, He`la=ra=jah/, He`mara=jah/, Haradattah/, Sa=yan/ah/,
Na=ge`s`ah/ etc. have referred to such names.
Among the compilers of va=rthikam?, it was Ka=tya=yanah/, disciple of Pa=n/inih/, who came to be reverently
regarded one among the trinity of grammarian-sages. In his Trika=ndako=s`ah/, Purus/o=thamade`vah/ testifies that
Ka=tyah/, Ka=tyayanah/, Punarvasuh/, Me`dha=jit and Vararucih/ are names of the same person.
Bha=s/yam? and the Maha=bha=s/yam?
Bha=s/yam? is a comprehensive examination of the su=tram? and related va=rthikam? and takes care of
commissions, omissions and augmentations. Among different texts of Bha=s/yam? such as the Va=rthiko=nme`s/ah/
of He`la=ra=jah/, Arthapraka=s`ika= of Ra=ghavasu=rih/, Vya=khya=nam? of Ra=jarudrah/, the Bha=s/yam? of Patan#jalih/ has
occupied prominence and became known as Maha=bha=s/yam?. In the course of time, the authentic and final
word on matters of grammar has become that of Patan#jalih/.
As the name suggests Maha=bha=s/yam?, the majestic commentary is considered so great owing to different
reasons. It is great owing to the profundity of thoughts, for it goes into the extremely unfathomable recess of
Pa=n/ini’s grammar rules. Yet, the language is unpretentious and down-to-earth that gives the aura of the
terrain after the dense bushes are cut and the entangled thorny creepers have been extricated, so it breaths
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easy and looks sunny. Such is its capacity to clarify the grammar rules with ease and elan. The way of
presentation is charming and exemplification of the core and intriguing grammatical principles are worldly –
wise that will reach all alike. The most important of all is the attitude of the bha=s/yaka=rah/. He takes into
account the views of all and approves of the essential and refutes the trivial views but with courtesy. He even
counters Pa=n/ni, but with utmost reverence.
Important grammarians who have composed Bha=s/yam? on As/ta=dhya=yi+ are Ka=tyah/, Ka=tya=yanah/, Bha=radwajah/,
Suna=gah/, Kro=s/tah/, Va=davah/, Vya=ghrabhu=tih/, Vayyaghrapadyah/ etc. Purus/o=thamade`vah/, the author of
Bha=s/a=vrthih/ and Patan#jalih/, the author of Bha=s/yam? mentions the name of Vya=di also known as Da=ks/a=yan/ah/
as the author of a famous treatise called San?grahah/. Vya=di is considered the uncle of Pa=n/inih/. But the name
of Vya=di is not found mentioned in the As/ta=dhya=yi+.
The texts of va=rthikam? are not available today as independent treatises. All the va=rthikam? available in the
Maha=bha=s/yam? cannot be considered as belonging to Ka=tya=yanah/ because the Bha=s/yam? discusses va=rthikam?
written by a number of grammarians.
There are references to va=rthikam? of Bha=radwa=jah/, Sauna=ga=h/ and Kro=s/tri+ya=h/ in the Maha=bha=s/yam. It
remembers Va=davah/, Vya=ghrabhu=thih/ and Vaiyya=ghrapadyah/. Besides them, Go=nardi+yah/, Go=nika=putrah/,
Saurabhagava=n, Kunarava=dava etc. are composers of va=rthikam? found mentioned in the Bha=s/yam?.
Commentaries on the Maha=bha=s/yam?
Bhartrhari has composed a commentary on the Maha=bha=s/yam? known as Maha=bha=s/yadi+pika= and is
incomplete. Among other commentaries, the Maha=bha=s/yapradi+pah/ of Kayyat/ah/ is well-known.
Jye`s/thakalas`ah/, Maitre`yaraks/itah/, Purus/o=ttamade`vah/, Dhane`s`warah/, S~es/ana=ra=yanah/, Vis/n/umitrah/,
Ni+lakan/t/hava=jape`yi+, S~e`s/avis/n/uh/, Tirumalayajva=, S~ivara=me`ndrasaraswathih/, Go=pa=lakris/n/as`a=stri+, Sadas`ivah/
etc. have written commentaries on the Maha=bha=s/yam. Among these, the Maha=bha=s/yapradi+pah/ of Kayyat/ah/
itself has about 14 commentaries of which the most recognized is the Maha=bha=s/yapradi+po=dyo=tah/ (udyo=tah/ in
short) of Na=ge`s`abhatt<ah/.
All these show that in this vast range of grammar textual tradition, the most venerated and authoritative text
is that of the Maha=bha=s/yam? whereon Prof. O. Vatsala has compiled a commentary entitled Punarnava= that
imbibes the essence of various other commentaries.
The Punarnava=
Prof. Vasudevan Potty recollects the famous saying that the understanding of Bha=s/yam? is as difficult as
ruling an empire. According to him, the difficulty is attributed by the simplicity of the language. Small and
sometimes frivolous sentences that go on entertaining the antagonist, cross-questioning now and then,
eventually reaching the fringe are mind-blowing style distinctive of Bha=s/yam?. This seemingly simple
language itself is the most baffling factor because the content is thought provoking and can be assimilated
only with the sharpest of intellect. Had the language too been tough, it would have been impenetrable.
Bha=s/yam explains grammar rules with the help of concise worldly maxims, taking recourse to what is in
vogue, general practices and customs such as, ‘dvigata= api he`tavo= bhavanti’ ‘a=mras`ca sikta=h/ pitaras`ca
pri+nita=h/’. Another instance is the answer ‘s`we`to= dha=vati’ given to the presumed question kah/ ki+drs`o= dha=vati
where the euphony plays fun with s`wa= ito= dha=vati and swe`to= dha=vati. The reiteration that s`a=stram? should not
be forsaken in the face of shortcomings, instead, they should be sorted out is evident from the quote, ‘nahi
bhiks/uka=h/ santi+ti stha=lyo= na=dhisri+yante`’ and ‘nahi mu=s/aka=h/ santi+ti krtva= s`alayo= no=pyante`’ etc. These are
some of the reasons that made Bha=s/yam? the most coveted among other similar treatises.
The text of Punarnava= which means ‘new again’ or rejuvenated! does pace with the lines of Bha=s/yam?,
alongside Malayalam translation. The gloss on anubandhacatus/t/ayam?, while discussing the word atha is
noteworthy. Similarly, the brief and clear explanation that clarifies the use of singular in
‘raks/oha=gamalaghvasande`ha=h/ prayo=janam?’ and the details on compound ‘asande`hah/’ are useful to students.
Punarnava= extracts salient features of other texts such as the Va=kyapadi+yam? while explaining ‘catva=ri
s`rn?ga=h/’ and S~abdakaustubhah/ in ‘vruddhira=daic’. Although other commentaries like the Pradi+pah/ of
Kayyatah/, Udyo=tah/ of Na=ges`ah/ and the incomplete commentary of Bhartrharih/ are available, the Punarnava=
of Pro. Vatsala is a novel attempt in itself.
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The Punarnava= provides su=tram?, va=rtikam? and bha=s/yam? in the Malayalam script. The position of the su=tram?
follow the same order in which it is placed in the As/ta=dhya=yi+. Its language is down-to-earth and it gives clear
guidance to the acceptable decisions where ever there is apparent contradiction in Bha=s/yam?.
Prof. V. Venkataraja Sharma comments that Maha=bha=s/yam? discusses every subject that has grammatical
connection. Even the Sidha=ntakaumudi+, latest among the prakaran/agrantha=h/ that explains complex
grammatical principles traces them to Maha=bha=s/yam?. Beauteous and supple diction and in-depth depiction of
the subject matter are qualities epitomised in Bha=s/yam?. Bha=s/yam has been composed using germs of words
unlike other s`a=stra=h/ that use inapprehensible and obscure jargon. Even then, it requires a good commentary
to understand its subtle nuances. A commentary that intelligibly interprets the hidden meaning of a s`a=stram?
can only be written by a person who has learned it from a guru and has grasp of what is set down in its other
fêted commentaries. In most cases, uncertainty prevails over, especially while deciding whether a given
sentence could be considered a bha=s/yava=kyam? or a va=rthikam? of Ka=tya=yanah/ or that of other va=rthikaka=ra=h/
For example, the commentator resolves with ease the dispute to settle on either ‘atha s`abda=nus`a=sanam?’ or
‘sidhe` s`abda=rthasam?bandhe`’ is the commencing va=rthikam?. She successfully negotiates that the first one is a
bha=s/yava=kyam? and the second is the first va=rthikam? by analysing the words atha and sidha found in these by
her own reasoning and also by relying on other commentaries, for she quotes the Bha=s/yaka=rah/ that the word
sidha is synonymous to nitya and is used for auspiciousness in the beginning which marks the
commencement of the va=rthikam? and therefore all other previous truncated sentences resembling va=rthikam?
are but the compositions of Bha=s/yaka=ra=h/. This line of reasoning is substantiated by one of the characteristic
signs of bha=s/yam? thus, ‘swapada=ni ca varnyante`’.
Similarly, the inconsistency between the plural word ‘prayo=jana=ni’ in the question ‘ka=ni punah/
s`abda=nus`a=sanasya prayo=jana=ni’ and the singular expression ‘prayo=janam?’ in the answer thereof
‘raks/o=ha=gamalaghvasande`ha=h/ prayo=janam?’ and the solution by defining the term ‘prayo=janam?’ to mean
result is another example that Prof. Sharma points out for the necessity of a commentary to understand the
seemingly simple usages of Bha=s/yam? which Prof. O. Vatsala brings about gracefully.
Like a temple car drawn by caparisoned elephants, the book is presented with the prefaces of Prof.
Vasudevan Potty and Prof. V. Venkataraja Sharma, venerable grammarians of our times and a lengthy
introduction by Prof. K. G. Paulose, the then chairman of the Chinmaya Shodha Sansthan.
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